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1 Kush casually downplayed Russia’s attack on America.
Instead of echoing Mueller’s “sweeping & systematic”, he
called it “a couple of Facebook ads”. A huge lie. Mueller
said the ads alone may have reached 126 million ppl.
Kush was projecting just like his criminal father in law.

2 Kush knows. So does Mueller. He just didn't prove it yet.“The Office could not

reliably determine Manafort’s purpose in sharing internal polling data w/ Kilimnik

during the campaign period..the Office could not assess what Kilimnik (or others he

may have given it to) did w/ it”

3 Having spent years in tech & telecom- voice, data, video- I can say w/ high

confidence, the polling data was a key component to building a database of

Americans. A clean database was necessary to effectively design, target & purchase

FB ads. More here. 
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Replying to @TomJChicago
How did Russian Intel do it? 
1 Steal voter data from states showing names & voter location. 
2 Find a database like Spectrum Health w/ names & email 
address 
3 Include Manafort’s polling data which overlapped & expanded 
on 1&2 to help determine the allocation of Russian resources.
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4 There is a lot more here that's probably secret. Mueller didn't even mention

Cambridge Analytica. Bannon told Trump what CA could do & Trump told him to get

Brittany Kaiser to the US immediately & keep it secret. Sounds like collusion &

conspiracy to me. 
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BIG & BREAKING on MSNBC. Trump directly implicated in 
conspiracy. The attorney for Brittany Kaiser, from Cambridge 
Analytica, said Bannon briefed Trump on CA’s capabilities. 
Trump wanted the info here right away & the  connection to CA & 
Mercer hidden. Kaiser has met w/ Mueller
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5 Mueller interviewed Kaiser, but she's not in the report. Her atty said Trump &

Bannon knew. Alfa Bank/ TT pinging wasn't mentioned either. The pinging that

stopped after the NYT story. The more I read this report, the more it seems there is

another more damaging one w/ CI info.

6 Kush can shoot off his mouth like an entitled brat for now. Whether it's prior

knowledge of Khashoggi's killing, extorting Qatar or being part of the digital

campaign that poisoned the swing states, his luck will run out. He should be worried

that the report left out key areas.


